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Sonoda Takashi

Sonoda Takashi is a player character played by Hyralt.

Sonoda Takashi

Given Name Takashi
Family Name Sonoda

Species & Gender: Nepleslian Male
Date of Birth: 18日 2月 YE 21
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Science Officer

Rank: Nitô Hei
Current Placement: YSS Aeon II
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Physical Description

Takashi's scrawny frame stands at an unimpressive 5'9“. His thick black hair is usually cropped quite
short and the olive-coloured skin of his freckled face is as unblemished as a baby's. His bright brown eyes
perceive the world as if seeing everything for the first time.

Personality

Takashi is non-confrontational, but is happy to negotiate with those who may disagree with him. Thus far,
Takashi has mostly drifted through life doing what was expected of him. Until he walked away from home
and joined the Star Army.

History

Sonoda Takashi was born in YE 21 in the city of Geshrinopolis, Yamatai (Planet). Luckily for him, he and
his adoptive parents were visiting a friend in the Ice Queen Mountains when Geshrinopolis was
destroyed. They were among the first to move into the newly founded Kyoto when it was built on the
ruins of their beloved Geshrinopolis.

Takashi's first choice for college was Kyousou Institute of Technology but he was rejected. Instead, he
studied astrophysics at his second-choice: Scientific Studies Service (SSS) - Gakuin (Academy). Before he
graduated, something happened and he simply walked away from the life he had known up until that
point. He spent a week wandering the streets of Kyoto before enlisting in the Star Army of Yamatai. He
was briefly assigned to the Kaiyō. Then he was assigned to provide security at the Victory Day
celebrations.

Finally, he was assigned to the YSS Resurgence of Yamatai. Immediately upon arrival, he volunteered to
go on an away mission to the old PNUGen headquarters on Yamatai where he was supposed to gather
information on their genetics laboratory, but instead discovered that the away team that preceded him
were attacked by Ueserayan nekos who were also investigating the PNUGen facilities for an unknown
purpose.

In 3月 YE 43, he was promoted to the rank of Nitô Hei.

Social Connections

Met the following characters at the Star Army of Yamatai recruiting centre in YE 42

Davonte Lyons Enlisted to the Star Army on the same day
James Guerrero Interviewed Takashi
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Met the following characters at the Yamatai year-end winter holiday party

Hanako hugged him (but he was drunk and doesn't remember)
Tatsugami Kozakura gave him his first kiss (which he does remember), then went for
[[items:drinks:coffee with her the next day]]

Met the following characters when he reported for duty aboard the YSS Resurgence

Sanda Hoshi was on the bridge asking the Captain to go on the away team
Ikigai Majime was on the bridge as Captain of the YSS Resurgence

Met the following characters when he went on an away mission to the abandoned PNUGen headquarters

Cheilith Unknifto was very angry about Uesu neko traitors
Kwabba-an Ternifac-xuralkhi (he only knows her as “music bug”) was shy
Dr. Poppy Pink came down with him on the shuttle, medically treated Pidole
Pidole Henitot was injured by shrapnel in a fight against Uesu nekos
Kawa Euikoshi (he never heard her name) was curious about him as a “science guy” and told him
her specialities were in sensors and “Yamataian mating rituals”

As the Star Army continued its post-war personnel shuffle, Takashi abruptly found himself transferred to
the YSS Aeon II in 4M YE 43.

Inventory & Finance

Sonoda Takashi has nothing.

OOC Information

This article was created on 2020/12/05 11:27 using the namespace template.

In the case hyralt becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Sonoda Takashi
Character Owner Hyralt
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Current Location Kyoto
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
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Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Rank Nitô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Science Officer
SAOY Assignment YSS Aeon II
SAOY Entry Year YE 42
DOR Year YE 43
Orders Orders
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
District Yamatai Star System
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